The central premise and main contribution of this presentation is to suggest that given opportunities to realize key technological advances over the next quarter century, it may be possible to significantly extend the skill and range of model based weather forecasting by enabling a two-way feedback between numerical weather prediction models and a Sensor Web based observing system.
INTRODUCTION
A limitation of present-day weather forecast system operations is that most world-wide operational observing schedules and observing protocols, both space-based and in situ, are "pre-set at the factory", with observations made without regard for priority needs for those observations based on the meteorology. With current generation technologies there is very limited capacity or even thought that can be given to sharing information among observing system elements, and only limited capability to engage and reconfigure the observing system in response to real time needs.
The central premise and main contribution of this presentation is to suggest that given the opportunity to realize key technological advances over the next quarter century, and with judicious infrastructure and technology investments, it may be possible to significantly extend the skill range of model based weather forecasting via real-time two-way feedbacks between computer forecast models and highly networked, intelligent Sensor Web based observing systems.
The collective observing system will operate flexibly and be responsive to special data acquisition needs identified by the forecast model. This could be as simple as increasing the frequency of data collections upstream of locations where the model predicts development, or as complex as targeting observations with mathematically sophisticated analysis of model ensembles. Completing the loop, real-time reporting of observations to the model could help to quickly identify discrepancies and enable model(s) to be appropriately adjusted /corrected. This interactivity is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
VISION
Ideas are presented on how the entire system might be designed and operated from the perspectives of the underlying science, technology evolution, and system engineering in order to provide the needed coordination between and among space-and ground-based observing and forecast model operations.
This vision of advanced notional weather forecast system architecture is still well beyond present capabilities. However this presentation looks beyond the era of JPSS-x and GOES-RSTU (whose paths are set) to consider possibilities and requirements for enabling the NEXT "next generation" global observing and weather forecast system. We present a vision for future capabilities, technology investments and development pathways for evolving current modeling and assimilation processes and observing infrastructure to take advantage of anticipated emerging capabilities in computing, communications, artificial intelligence, and network centric architectures.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In such a system, the observing system will operate flexibly and be responsive to special data acquisition needs identified by the forecast model. This could be as simple as increasing the frequency of data collections upstream of locations where the model predicts development, or as complex as targeting observations with mathematically sophisticated analysis of model ensembles.
This observing system (and by extension the sensors within it) will have access to knowledge beyond what individual sensors see in isolation. The Sensor Web will have access to information about the present state of the atmosphere globally and, most importantly, to information about the probable future states of the atmosphere generated by the forecast model. This will allow observing strategies to be tailored to schedule critical observations at times and locations that will have highest impact on the subsequent forecasts of the event. Likewise, in order to optimize resources, observing requirements may be relaxed in areas where, for example, the atmosphere is forecast to evolve slowly and the incremental benefits of these observations would be only marginal.
The main elements that comprise the Phase II Sensor-Webbased Weather Forecast System Architecture are: (i) an Observing System, (ii) a Modeling and Data Assimilation System (MDAS), (iii) Forecast Operations (including weather data user communities), (iv) an External Control System and (v), a Communications, Command and Control System. All these components are intended to interact via an all-important pervasive communications fabric and data grid. A more complex depiction of the feed-back system is illustrated in Figure 2 .
The Sensor Web concept involves intelligent virtual organization of multiple numbers and types of sensors (Space, Terrestrial, Fixed, Mobile) into a coordinated "macro-instrument". The power of a Sensor Web is that information collected by any one sensor can used by other sensors in the web, to accomplish a coordinated observing goal. Adaptive behavior can be initiated throughout any or all assets of in Sensor Web, though four feedback loops.
Targeted Observing Functions
The ultimate aim is full dynamic situation-driven modeling and observing system conceived to enable operational expression of optimized targeted observing. The interactivity is enabled through four distinct targeted observing or feedback loops between the Sensors and forecast models, feedback between the observing system with itself, and feedback from operational users.
Targeted Observing Loop 1 involves the ability of the Sensor Web to interact with itself. The observing system would carry out with a high degree of autonomy, observing strategies in response to needs identified by elements of the Observing System itself. An example would be a case in which one sensor detected potentially some incipient phenomenon that requires special attention or confirmation from other observing assets. This functionality is predicated on sufficient on-network processing and storage so that individual spacecraft and instruments in the Sensor Web might be able to autonomously recognize important targets of opportunity, and alert other spacecraft and the model to meteorologically significant developments. The need for onboard (or "on-Network") image processing, analysis, and pattern (change) recognition will drive on-board or onnetwork processing and storage requirements.
Targeted Observing Loop 2 involves the ability of the Sensor Web to receive and act on instructions, based on internal dynamics of the model atmosphere as to what observations will be most important for updating the model to optimize future forecasts. The decision to execute a specific observing strategy implementation might be driven by where and when a model predicts rapid and significant future development, by where the model forecast shows greatest uncertainty (as from ensemble forecasts analyses), or by where observations reported real-time from the Sensor Web indicate deficiencies in model performance.
Targeted Observing Loop 3 involves the ability of forecasters within the agencies responsible for forecast production and dissemination to request special observations or observing modes as needed to improve operational forecasts Targeted Observing Loop 4 provides the ability of entities, other than those directly responsible for operating the system and generating operational public forecasts, to influence data collections to meet their specific needs. The entire system probably will evolve as a cooperatively owned and operated capability involving interests from academic to commercial who may have legitimate and competing needs for addressing the system with targeted observing requests.
A fuller description of all the elements the complete system concept will be provided at the meeting. 
